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Green cut: Receiving station

The Eigenbetrieb Umwelttechnik of the city of Baden-Baden operates the first full-scale implementation of the
IFBB process (Integrated generation of solid Fuel and Biogas from Biomass). The production of silage started
in February 2013, whereas hydro-thermal conditioning and the belt dryer went into operation in June 2013.
A specific feature of the plant in Baden-Baden is that a broad range of substrates is processed: branches,
brushwood, leaves, grass, all kind of garden waste, municipal green waste, etc. At the green cut receiving
station, the delivered material is separated in three categories: 1. Grass and leaves, 2. Material with
contaminations of soil, 3. Wood and brushwood.
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Green cut facility: chopper

Since a wide variety of materials is delivered, larger parts of wood and brushwood are chopped in the first
working step.
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Sieving

The chopped material passes several sieving stages. Wooden parts with 2-4 cm diameter are dried and marketed as
wood chips, smaller parts are compressed to wood briquettes or are added to the silage processing.
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Preservation

There are strong seasonal variations in the supply of green clippings. Therefore the green material (grass, leaves, …)
is preserved by ensiling before final processing starts. Within the red tossing tub the green cut is minced and stirred.
Afterwards it is pressed in 500 kg silage bales and hermetically packaged. This facilitates storage and transportation
to the biogas plant located 1,5 km apart.
Alternative: clamp silo if further processing is on-site.
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Drying
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Here starts the core of the IFFB processing. The silage is conditioned (= mashed), roughly 40°C warm water is
added. Within the pulper the material is mixed, the cell walls of the fibrous parts of the silage are opened during this
process step. In order to keep the suspension suitable for pumping, 4 cbm water are added to 1 cbm silage.
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Mash Reservoirs

Separation screw: solid – fluid

Mixing reservoirs

Dryer

By a pump line the silage/water suspension (mash) is transferred to two buffering reservoirs. Here the suspension is
homogenized again to prevent segregation due to pumping. Remaining sand particles settle to the bottom. Adjacent
reservoirs are used for the press fluid and the digestive effluents of the biogas plant.
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Separation

After the cell walls have been ruptured by ensiling and mixing in the pulper, the mashed biomass mixture is pumped
into the separation unit. In this processing step, the solid part (press cake) is separated from the liquid (press fluid) by
a screw press. The press cake contains the fibrous, lignin-rich fraction whereas the press fluid contains the easily
digestible ingredients of the silage as well as the minerals detrimental for combustion. More than 80 % of Cl and K
and more than 50% of S and Mg in the biomass are transferred into the press fluid. The solid fuel quality of the press
cake is thereby increased.
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Drying the solid part

Dryer (right)

Complete drying line

Material after drying

After the separation step the press cake water content (50-60%) is still too high for direct combustion. Therefore the
remaining water is reduced by passing through a belt dryer until the press cake has a remaining water content of 15 –
17%. The belt dryer uses waste heat from the combined heat and power plant of the biogas plant. This step is the
most energy intensive part of the process.
The dried press cake can be directly used for combustion and energy production. For easier transportation it can be
first compressed to briquettes.
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Production of Briquettes

Briquette press in the fuel storage depot

Output

Final product: briquettes

In last process step the dried press cake is compressed to briquettes. Here, the material could be blended with wood
to further improve solid fuel and briquette quality.
The produced briquettes have a little lower heating value than wood briquettes and can be used in furnaces suitable
for wood firing as determined by the German Federal Pollution Control Act (4. BlmSchV) and the corresponding
control regulation TA Luft.
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Heating Power Plant

A part of the dried press cake is immediately combusted in the heating plant (2x 420 kW effective heat output) of the
Eigenbetrieb Umwelttechnik of the city of Baden-Baden. This covers the complete internal heat demand of the facility.
Excess heat could be exported into a district heating network. In addition, this plant is also used for combustion tests
related to accompanying projects supported by the European Union.
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Marketing of solid bio fuel

A wide variety of marketable products are produced by the plant in Baden Baden:
Wood briquettes, wood chips, …
Grass briquettes, grass silage (unpressed), …
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Biogas Plant – Press fluid

Biogas plant (two-staged)
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Gas engines and generators for
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The press fluid contains most of the easily digestible constituents of the grass silage. Therefore it is directly fed into
the hydrolyse stage of the biogas plant. In contrast, the constituents obstructing the digestion process (wood, lignin,
cellulose fibres) are mostly incorporated into the press cake which is processed as solid fuel. The electricity
production not only covers the complete station supply of the facilities (including the sewage plant) but also produces
an excess of about 30 %.
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